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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This publication has come as a result of the project monitoring the procurement for 
public works, with the value of individual tenders exceeding 100,000 euro. In 2011 and 
2012 this project was implemented by the Network for Affirmation of the 
Nongovernmental Sector (MANS), financially supported by the European Union 
Delegation to Montenegro. 
 
Over the period observed MANS monitored all procedures for awarding public work 
contracts exceeding 100,000 euro in worth. We also reviewed several procurement 
procedures which took place before 2011, reported to us via the line for reporting 
corruption. Following detailed review, such examples showed some of the most drastic 
violations of the Public Procurement Law (PPL). 
 
As a part of this publication, MANS particularly focused on most frequent violations of 
the Public Procurement Law recorded during the monitoring and investigation. These 
refer to favouring companies linked with decision-makers, subsequent increase of the 
overall deal value and introduction of additional works as a justification for higher final 
costs, extension of completion deadlines and failure to collect penalties stipulated in 
contracts, the violation of the principles of competition and transparency, and the 
conflict of interest situations among the participants to the public procurement 
procedures. 
 
The investigation for the needs of this project was done solely pursuant to the 
documents obtained by invoking the Free Access to Information Law (FAI Law). To that 
effect, a voluminous amount of data was collected, including full tender dossier for 
certain public works, but also contracts signed by contracting authorities with 
successful bidders. Since one of the goals of this project was to increase transparency 
of the overall awarding process for public works contracts in Montenegro, MANS made 
this documentation available to the public at its web pages1.  
 
The documents were used for compiling the present case studies, but also for filing 
quite few criminal charges against state agencies acting as public works contracting 
authorities, as well as the participating companies and their owners suspected of 
violations to the PPL provisions. 
 
 
 
 
 
This publication has been made with the support of the European Union. 
The sole responsibility for the contents of this publication rests with the 
Network for Affirmation of Nongovernmental Sector – MANS, and the views 
presented herein may not be regarded to be the views of the EU. 
                                               
1 http://www.mans.co.me/odrzivi-razvoj/javni-radovi/ 
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2. MONITORING THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT LAW  
 
Between January 2011 and the end of July 2012, MANS monitored the public 
procurement processes for infrastructure works exceeding the value of 100,000 euros, 
covering all institutions bound by the PPL. However, the greatest share of calls for 
tenders for the works of such value was published by the Transport Directorate and the 
Public Works Directorate - some 90% of the total.  
 
The remaining 10% mostly refer to the tendering procedures by the Agency for 
Construction and Development of Podgorica, by the Agency for Construction and 
Development of Herceg Novi, the Municipality of Budva, the Municipality of Bar, the 
Municipality of Pljevlja, the Municipality of Tivat, the Ministry of Culture, and the 
Public Company for Coastal Zone Management (Morsko dobro). 
 
Over the period observed, MANS selected in total 208 public calls for infrastructure 
works, each exceeding the value of 100,000 euro, from the Public Procurement 
Directorate’s website. In reference to them, contracting authorities passed 158 
decisions awarding contracts to selected bidders.  
 
In order to investigate whether the respective tendering procedures were compliant 
with the PPL, we invoked the FAI Law, i.e. we filed applications for accessing 
information to contracting authorities seeking tender dossiers (including bids, reports 
of bid comparison and evaluation, possible objections submitted by bidders), and 
contracts eventually signed by contracting authorities with successful bidders.  
 
In the process, we filed in total 1,467 applications requesting access to information, 
recording a high percentage of granted requests by the contracting authorities. In as 
many as 95% of cases we received the documents requested, and we lodged appeals in 
the remaining 5 percent of cases.  
 
Moreover, MANS particularly monitored the implementation of 15 public procurement 
contracts of strategic importance and great value, both at the state and the local 
levels, filing additional applications for accessing information in respect of them. As 
regards these 15 major cases, we checked whether the completion dates stated in the 
contracts were observed, whether deadlines were extended through annexes to 
original contracts, and in particular whether the contracting authorities were imposing 
penalties to contractors for failure to meet the contractual terms and conditions. In 
doing so, we filed additional 156 applications for accessing information, all granted. 
 
MANS posted on its website all the data thus gathered, in a separate section on 
procurement procedures for public works. Over the period observed, the total of 118 
contracts were posted there, plus additional 462 supporting documents, or 580 various 
documents in total posted and available to all interested parties. 
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Between January 2011 and the end of July 2012, we filed 88 initiatives with the Public 
Procurement Directorate, asking to verify the regularity of specific procurement 
procedures where there were grounds to believe these were not fully compliant with 
legal provisions.  
 
Although with some delay, the Public Procurement Directorate responded to our 
initiatives, but it is problematic that in a number of cases they failed to offer a 
definite answer whether the public procurement procedure was violated or not. In 
contrast, in some cases they noted noncompliance in awarding contracts by contracting 
authorities, while in some there were no violations noted. 
 
Based on the documents gathered and following their thorough review, in twenty cases 
we identified major noncompliance in public procurement procedures, prompting us to 
file in total 20 criminal reports with the Supreme State Prosecution. Several were filed 
in late 2011, while the remaining ones were filed in mid 2012.  
 
The procedures as per reports are still pending, and the prosecution authorities have 
not issued any opinion on them as yet. These criminal reports were filed against the 
responsible persons within contracting authorities on the count of suspicion of misuse 
of office to favour certain companies contrary to the public interest, making deals for 
much higher amounts than the originally estimated ones, breach of the competition 
and transparency principles, and the violation of the conflict of interest provisions. The 
most striking cases are explained in detail in the next chapter through specific case 
studies. 
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3. INVESTIGATION INTO THE PUBLIC PROCUREMENT LAW VIOLATIONS  
 
This chapter features some specific examples of the PPL violations through case studies 
giving details of unlawful actions taken not only by contracting authorities, but also the 
very Commission for Control over the Public Procurement Procedures, and the bidding 
companies. 
 
Certain examples show that some bidders were favoured contrary to what is the public 
interest, although often not meeting even the eligibility criteria for tendering. It was 
such bidders who were granted contracts exceeding the estimated costs by as many as 
several millions.  
 
In addition, quite often the contracting authorities would conclude annexes to the 
original contracts increasing the value of works. Likewise, all of the cases reviewed 
showed that contracting authorities always tolerated the extensions and never imposed 
any penalties on contractors, as a sanction for delays in meeting the contractual terms 
and conditions, although each of the contracts signed did contain such clauses.  
 
At the same time, this chapter describes how contracting authorities violated the 
principles of competition and transparency underlying the public procurement 
procedures, thus eliminating more advantageous bids or prospective bidders. Also, 
several cases show gross violations of provisions governing the conflict of interest 
issues. Namely, it turned out that the expert supervision over some works was carried 
out by companies acting as subcontractors to the selected contractors in the same 
deal.  
 
The thing causing particular concern are the actions of the state Commission for 
Control over Public Procurement Procedures which, as the highest instance under the 
PPL, is to see to the regularity of public procurement procedures. In several cases 
MANS established that the Commission proper was arbitrarily interpreting provisions 
and violated the law favouring certain bidders, damaging the state Budget by several 
hundred thousand euros. 
 
Having identified various forms of non-compliance with the PPL, MANS filed criminal 
reports with the state prosecution for the most of the examples featured here as case 
studies. Also, in the greatest share of cases reviewed we established concurrent 
existence of different non-compliances around the same case, but the studies focus on 
and are categorised by the most drastic violations that occurred within the specific 
cases. 
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3.1. Favouring certain companies and pushing up the price 
 
This section features two cases with multiple violations of the PPL provisions and 
favouring of a specific company to the detriment of the public interest. The severity of 
unlawful actions is particularly reflected in the fact that the Transport Directorate 
enabled the bidders to win several-million deals without even meeting the entry 
eligibility criteria and without having the financial standing needed for the given pubic 
work.   
 
Case study 1 - Risan-Žabljak, Tunnel “Ivica” section  
 
In October 2008 the Transport Directorate published a call for selecting the most 
advantageous bid for the construction of the Risan–Žabljak road, the “Ivica” tunnel at 
the Šavnik–Grabovica section. The estimated value of this deal, funded from the state 
Budget over the period of seven years, was 14.5 million euro. 
 
 In December 2008 this 
deal was awarded to the 
company “Putevi” from 
Užice, Serbia, which was 
the only one giving a bid 
at the price of 17.5 
million euro. Hence, the 
contract was concluded 
at a price exceeding the estimated one for as many as three million, which means that 
the Transport Directorate did not use the option offered by the law to cancel such a 
tender.  
 
Namely, the PPL gives an opportunity to the contracting authority to cancel the tender 
if the prices offered substantially exceed the estimations, and in the case at hand such 
a move would have been optimal from the point of view of the public interest. 
 
Eight months later the Transport Directorate terminated the contract with “Putevi“, 
and to this date MANS has not received any additional documents to give an insight into 
the reasons for the termination. Immediately following the termination, in August 
2009, the Transport Directorate launched the negotiation procedure, without 
previously published public call, by sending the call for bids directly to four companies. 
These were the Podgorica-based companies “PORR”, “Tehnoput” and “Bemax”, and 
the “Mehanizacija i programat” from Nikšić. The call stipulated that the price offered 
may not exceed 17.5 million euro, as in the contract previously awarded to “Putevi”. 
  
 
 
An excerpt from the bid opening report  
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Interestingly, the Transport Directorate received the approval from the competent 
authority, the Public Procurement Directorate, to enter into the negotiation procedure 
only 20 days after it had actually sent the call for bids to the above companies, 
although it was obliged by law to obtain the approval first, and only then to send the 
call.  
 
 
 
Documents proving that the Transport Directorate published the call unlawfully – comparison of 
dates  
 
The “Bemax” company was the only one to send a bid, and thus in December 2009 the 
construction works contract was concluded with them for the total value of 17.5 
million euro. However, the Transport Directorate violated the PPL drastically by 
awarding the works to “Bemax“, since this company did not meet the tender eligibility 
criteria.  
 
Namely, among a number of documents to be provided, bidders were obliged to make 
available the certificate of having access to loans or other financial means up to the 
full bid amount, which in the case at hand would be 17.5 million euro.  
 
Instead of any such proof, “Bemax“ furnished an affidavit stating that at the time they 
were carrying out works in total value of 55 million euro and, hence, were 
creditworthy to independently finance the construction works on the Risan-Žabljak 
road.  
 
This actually means that “Bemax“ vouched for itself for the credit facilities and such 
an affidavit is indubitably no relevant proof, because of which the Transport 
Directorate was obliged to reject the bid as invalid.  
 
 
 
Affidavit of creditworthiness by Bemax 
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Incidentally, this was not the only reason to reject the “Bemax” bid, because their tax 
clearance certificate was also older than six months, which is not allowed under the 
PPL. As a part of its tender documents, on 03 August “Bemax” filed a tax clearance 
certificate bearing the date of 28 January 2009, meaning that at the time of bid 
opening it was invalid. This was another reason to deem the bid by “Bemax” as invalid, 
but it did not happen. 
 
 
 
 
Tax clearance certificate by Bemax 
 
With reference to this case, MANS lodged criminal charges against responsible persons 
within the Transport Directorate on the count of misuse of office against the public 
interest, but also against the director of “Bemax” for suspicion of misuse of position in 
business activity. MANS received no response by the state prosecution until the 
moment of publication. 
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Case study 2 - Risan-Žabljak, Section: Entry to the “Ivica” Tunnel - Motički Gaj  
 
 
When in February 2008 the Transport Directorate 
published a call for the construction of the tunnel 
“Ivica“, on a section of the Risan-Žabljak road, the 
estimated value of works was 16 million euros.  
 
The interested bidders could learn from the public call 
that these works would be financed form the state 
Budget. However, it was only after the bidder was 
chosen and the contract concluded that the Transport 
Directorate revealed the payment would be done over 
seven years, in quarterly annuities.  
 
Hence, prospective bidders were unaware of this at the 
time of the public call for tenders, which might have 
affected their decision whether to take part. At the 
same time, this constitutes a violation to the PPL, 
undermining the principles of transparency and competition. 
 
Following the least price criterion, out of the four bids received, the Transport 
Directorate selected the Austrian company “PORR Technobau” for the total price 
somewhat over 21 million euro. Although the price offered exceeded substantially the 
one estimated, neither in this case did the Transport Directorate use the opportunity 
offered by the law to cancel the tender, but decided against the public interest to 
award the deal exceeding the initial estimation by as many as five million. 
 
 
 
 
An excerpt from the bid opening report  
 
 
On the other hand, by examining the tender dossier it becomes evident that the 
Transport Directorate not only awarded the work for a much higher price, but also 
favoured the “PORR Technobau“, whose offer should have been rejected as invalid.  
 
Namely, bidders were required to furnish a certificate of having access to credit or 
other financial facilities enough to secure adequate cash flow throughout the 
development stage as a proof of their financial worthiness.  
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The amount of such guarantees should at least equal the bid price. Notwithstanding 
such a clear requirement, “PORR Technobau” provided a bank certificate of having 
access to credit facilities in the amount of 17.5 million euro, while it should have been 
issued at 21 million euro instead. Hence, the bid was invalid since the company failed 
to meet the required eligibility criteria, leading to yet another violation of the PPL 
provisions. 
 
 
  
In place of a bank certificate 
 
Likewise, the contracted completion date was the end of 2009. In May 2010, however, 
the works were still in progress, and the Transport Directorate signed an annex to the 
contract with “PORR Technobau” moving the completion date to the end of October 
2010.  
 
 
 
However, the annex to the original contract not only extended the completion date, 
but also established a different price for the deal, being now, according to the bill of 
quantities, close to 21 million euro, less the Value Added Tax (VAT). Factoring in the 
VAT amount due, the total costs of works go up to some 24.5 million, or an incredible 
eight million more than what the initial estimations said.  
 
Acting in this case, MANS lodged a criminal report against the responsible persons 
within the Transport Directorate on the count of law violation and misuse of office 
working against the public interest. At the time of the publication, this report was still 
pending.  
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3.2. Increasing the deal price and additional works  
 
In the following several cases, contracting authorities enabled subsequent and 
additional works, thus increasing the contracted deal price by several times. The cases 
below feature annexes to the original contracts approving additional costs, signed 
several months, or even years, after the original completion date has elapsed. Often, 
furthermore, the nature of such additional works is not known. 
 
Case study 3 – Mini bypass road in Nikšić 
 
In February 2008, the Transport 
Directorate published a call for tenders 
to select the most advantageous bid to 
develop a mini bypass around Nikšić. The 
works were supposed to be complete 
within one year, at the estimated costs 
of 2.8 million euro.  
 
Following the least price criterion, out of 
the three bid received, the Transport 
Directorate selected the Nikšić-based company “Mehanizacija i programat” with the 
bid at 3.6 million euro.  
 
Hence, the bid exceeded by as much as 880.000 euro the estimated value of works, 
and again the Transport Directorate did not resort to the option from the law to cancel 
the tender on the account of having the bids increasing substantially the estimated 
price.    
 
The contract was signed in March 2008 and stipulated the bypass to be developed 
within two years. Under the contractual terms and conditions, the “Mehanizacija i 
programat” was supposed to receive quarterly payments for the works done.  
 
In three years, between October 2008 and October 2011, the Transport Directorate 
paid for these works the total of 15 instalments of the same amount, 245,382 euro. On 
the occasion of the last payment in October 2011, an annex to the contract was signed 
increasing the deal price by 263,134 euro, on the account of subsequent works.  
 
 
 
The price increased by more than 260,000 euro 
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Hence, the annex on additional works was concluded three and a half years after the 
original contract signature, at the time when the works should have been long since 
completed, making one wonder how such works surfaced all of a sudden and leaving 
suspicions whether these were executed at all. 
 
At the same time, the total value of the deal reached close to four million euros, or as 
much as 1.2 million euro of taxpayers’ money more than the initial estimations. Again 
in this case MANS lodged a criminal report, but to this date the state prosecution failed 
to respond to it. 
 
 
Case study 4 – Third lane on Podgorica – Cetinje road 
 
In February 2010 the Transport Directorate published a call for the construction of the 
third lane on the Podgorica-Cetinje road. The estimated value of works was 2.5 million 
euros, and was supposed to be completed within three months.  
 
The total of seven companies offered bids, and the one offered by the Podgorica-based 
company “Tehnoput” of the total value of close to 1.3 million euros was selected as 
the most advantageous one.  
 
However, the “Bemax” company from Podgorica complained against such a decision to 
the Commission for the Control over Public Procurement Procedures claiming the 
invalidity of the bid offered by “Tehnoput”, as a company with tax liabilities. 
 
 
 
Commission’s interpretation 
 
The Commission upheld the complaint, ordering the Transport Directorate to repeat 
the decision-making procedure. In doing so, the Commission utterly disregarded the 
interpretation by the Ministry of Finance that “Tehnoput” had no outstanding tax 
liabilities. To the contrary, the Commission arbitrarily interpreted the legislation and 
passed an unlawful decision favouring the “Bemax” company, as further reconfirmed 
by the Administrative Court’s judgment, ruling in favour of “Tehnoput” in June 2010. 
 
However, at the time the contract was already concluded with “Bemax” (in late March 
2010) for the value of works exceeding 1.6 million euro. This leads to a conclusion that 
the state Budget sustained damages of some 300,000 euro, the amount for which the 
“Tehnoput” bid was lower, on the account of the wrong decision by the Commission.  
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In addition, in late December the Transport Directorate and “Bemax” signed an annex 
to the contract envisaging additional works increasing the total costs for some 61,000 
euros. It is not known what additional works these might be, or how it was possible to 
sign an annex to the contract at the time when the works were long since completed. 
 
 
 
 
An excerpt from the Annex to the initial contract 
 
MANS lodged a criminal report against the responsible persons within the Commission 
on the count of misuse of official authorities to the damage of the state Budget. 
 
 
Case study 5 – City Library in Podgorica 
 
The first contract for the city library building extension was concluded between the 
Agency for the Construction and Development of Podgorica and the "Cijevna komerc" 
company back in September 2006. The contracted value of the deal was over 550,000 
euros, and the works were due to be completed within 90 days.  
 
However, the works were not completed within the time envisaged, as confirmed by 
the information that only a year afterwards, in October 2007, an annex to the contract 
was concluded extending the completion date to April 2010. It is noteworthy that at 
the time of the annex signature, two new contracts for the library restoration were 
already in force, as explained in detail in the next section. 
 
 
 
An excerpt from the annex to the initial contract 
 
Hence, the library building extension was due to be completed, according to the newly 
set deadline, in April 2010, but it never happened. Early that year, the Agency 
requested from the Public Procurement Directorate to approve additional works on the 
library extension amounting to close to 140,000 euros, or the 25% of the initial contract 
value.  
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This percentage is the maximum amount allowable for additional works under the 
Public Procurement Law and may be awarded to the contractor without repeating the 
tendering procedure. The Directorate approved the request, and thus the total value of 
the library building extension increased to close to 670,000 euros. 
 
Subsequently, two annexes to the original contract were concluded with “Cijevna 
komerc” – one in March 2010, rescheduling the completion date to 30 June the same 
year. The other annex was signed in April and stipulated that the additional works’ 
value was close to 140,000 euros.  
 
This increase was approved to “Cijevna komerc“ based on the request sent to the 
Agency only after it procured the approval from the Public Procurement Directorate; 
interestingly, the bill of quantities for additional works matches up to a cent the sum 
approved, i.e. the 25% of the initial price. 
 
An excerpt from the bid by Cijevna komerc 
 
While the library building extension contract was still valid, although largely in delay, 
the Agency for Construction and Development of Podgorica decided to issue a new 
public call for the library building works. It was published in April 2007 and covered 
two lots.  
 
The first lot involved the library building restoration and the construction of the 
underground passage, with the estimated value of works amounting to 670,000 euros, 
while the second lot involved the construction of an annex to the building, with the 
value of works estimated at  half a million euros.  
 
The economically most advantageous bid was set as the bid selection criterion. The 
public call did not give any deadline for the work completion. 
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Bid selection criteria 
 
When announcing this public procurement, the Agency was in breach of the tendering 
rules. Namely, the decision to launch a tender was made three days after the call was 
issued. This is in direct contravention to Article 28 of the PPL, stipulating clearly that 
“before launching the public procurement procedure, the contracting authority shall 
adopt the decision to launch and conduct the procedure”.  
 
In addition, although the call did not stipulate the completion date, the actual decision 
precisely stated that the “maximum limit for the works execution for both lots was 
four months“. 
 
 
 
Decision to launch the public procurement procedure  
 
One bid was submitted by “Cijevna komerc“, which proposed two options for each lot, 
bearing with different costs. The option A for the library building restoration and the 
underground passage construction amounted to somewhat over 800,000 euros, while 
the option B price was close to 940,000 euros.  
 
At the same time, the value of the works on constructing the annex to the library 
building amounted to 460,000 euros in the option A, and a trifle less, a bit under 
460,000 euros, in the option B. 
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An excerpt from the bid by Cijevna komerc 
 
In both cases the Agency opted for more expensive offers. Given that the price had the 
greatest weight in overall scoring, this indicates an evident misuse of authorities by 
giving preference to the supposedly better technical solutions.  
 
This is particularly evident in the library building restoration and the underground 
passage building lot, since the preferred option exceeded the estimated price for over 
268,000 euros. 
 
 
 
An excerpt from the bid by Cijevna komerc 
 
The contracts were signed in July 2007, with the works to be completed within one 
year. However, a year later annexes were signed envisaging additional works and 
putting the completion date another two years forward. 
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An excerpt from the Annex to the initial contract 
 
Since even the new deadlines were not observed, the Agency followed the same 
scenario used already in the library building extension contract. First it procured 
consent from the Public Procurement Directorate for the negotiation procedure to be 
followed for additional works up to 25% of the initial contract value, or over 230,000 
and 115,000 euros, respectively, in the cases at hand. Then, annexes to the contracts 
were concluded, and only after that did the “Cijevna komerc” submit bids for extra 
works, matching to a cent the amounts approved.  
 
In December 2009 the Agency for Construction and Development of Podgorica published 
another tender for the works on the library building. This time the call referred to 
joinery and procurement and instalment of mechanical engineering equipment and 
fire-resistant doors. The estimated value was 520,000 euros, and “Cijevna komerc” was 
again the only one to submit a bid and was awarded the contract for a slightly larger 
amount.  
 
 
To date the City Library building has not been completed and put to use. In this case, 
MANS lodged two criminal reports, and is still awaiting a response. 
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3.3. Extension of deadlines and collection of penalties 
 
In all the cases reviewed where MANS noted the extension of deadlines it proved that 
the contracting authorities always tolerated such prolongations and never imposed any 
penalties on successful bidders, as a contractual sanction for delays in contract 
execution, although provided for under the terms of the contract. Below are some 
characteristic cases, with excessive extension of the completion dates. 
 
Case study 6 – A contract between Postal Services and the mighty Mayor of Bar 
On 03 July 2008, having conducted a public competition, Montenegrin Postal Services 
“Pošta Crne Gore” entered into an agreement with the Zavod za izgradnju Bara (ZIB) 
owned by Pavićević, on joint construction of a residential and commercial  building. 
The Contract referred to a construction of 
a residential and commercial building no. 
13 in zone G within the DUP “Topolica 1” 
in Bar, at the location of today’s main 
post building in Bar. The Contract 
envisaged that the stake of Pošta in this 
joint deal to be the building lot of 
3,734m2 and the old post building that 
was supposed to be demolished and the 
new building of mixed use built. ZIB, on 
the other hand, was supposed to assume 
full construction costs, payment of municipal fees, and procurement of a building 
permit and certificate of occupancy. 
For its stake, Pošta was to receive 30% of all residential and commercial units in the 
future building, or not less than 4.3 million euro in value in total. The remaining 70% 
was supposed to go to ZIB. 
ZIB committed itself to a turn-key project to be completed for not more than 30 
months starting from the signature day, i.e. not later than January 2011. The contract 
also envisaged that Pošta was entitled to 0.1% of the said 4.3 million for each day of 
the delay, or 5% of the amount at the most. On the other hand, ZIB committed to 
ensure blank bills with monthly authorities as a guarantee for timely and good quality 
works. 
The contract also envisaged for Pošta to set up a supervisory service to monitor the 
implementation of contracted works. 
Six months after the expiry of the deadline, and almost three years after the Contract 
signature, the winning bidder ZIB failed to build a single floor of the envisaged building 
of mixed residential and commercial use. The construction site has been fenced, the 
foundations and the underground floors built, and that is it. The valid urban plan 
envisages an eight-storey building on this lot. 
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Construction site, May 2011 
Information received by MANS from Postal Services of Montenegro , invoking the Free 
Access to Information Law, evidence many an irregularity in the contract execution, 
both by the Pavićević’s company, but also by Pošta. 
According to information held by MANS, Pošta failed to set up the supervisory service 
that was supposed to monitor the contract execution, but approached ZIB on the 
account of the delay for the first time after the deadline has already expired in early 
February this year. In the letter signed by Milan Martinović, Executive Director of 
Pošta, ZIB is called to provide an explanation regarding the delay in the contract 
execution and supply evidence of being able at all of executing this investment. 
In the next letter sent to ZIB on 08 February this year, Martinović informs ZIB that a 
joint working group needs to be set up composed of the representatives of Pošta and 
ZIB, that should assess the situation on the ground and prepare the so-called Protocol 
on the Degree of Development. 
The said working group came up with the Protocol already on 10 February which stated 
that of all the works envisaged ZIB carried out only the dislocation of underground 
electrical and water installations, and that the excavation works for the foundation are 
now in progress. 
The interesting thing about the Protocol is that at the moment of the conclusion of the 
contract between Pošta and ZIB in 2008 no building was envisaged at the given lot and 
one of the reasons for the delay was the fact that ZIB waited for the adoption of 
amendments to the plan which occurred in September 2009 before starting the 
development. However, the official data depict a different scenario. 
The changes of the DUP “Topolica 1” from December 2005 envisaged for the given lot 
the residential and commercial building of the size ground floor + 4 to 5 upper floors 
(G+4-5), which is understood to have provided grounds for the Contract conclusion 
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between Pošta and ZIB in the first place. The contract itself does not provide 
information on the gross floor area, nor the number of floors, nor the total investment 
value, which enabled at a later stage when the DUP was changed to increase the 
number of floors of the future building without any problems. 
 
An excerpt from DUP Topolica 1, December 2005 
In July 2009, a year after signature of the Contract between Pošta and ZIB, the 
Amendments to DUP Topolica were put for public discussion, which instead of 5 storeys 
envisaged now a 7-story building at the lot owned by Pošta. During the public 
discussion no one had any objection on the number of floors envisaged, nevertheless 
the final draft of the DUP approved in September 2009 had another, eighth storey 
added. The amendments to the plan were done by “Basketing” known as of earlier for 
their cooperation with ZIB and Žarko Pavićević. 
 
An excerpt from Draft DUP, March 2009 
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An excerpt from the final DUP, September 2009 
Particularly disconcerting is the fact that the Protocol itself states that after signing 
the Contract ZIB “started the building design based on the unofficial information on 
planning documents”. This is indicative of suspicion that ZIB, through its owner, Žarko 
Pavićević, had privileged access to information on final solutions in the Detailed Urban 
Plan, in this case the final number of storeys allowed. 
 
 
 
Excerpt from the Protokol 
This reconfirms our suspicions that the Mayor of Bar is unable to keep his office, in 
which capacity he has the authorities to initiate the amendments to planning 
documents and act in public interest, separate from the need that as the majority 
owner of ZIB to procure for his company as much profit as possible. In this specific 
case, there is no official record of anyone during the public discussion for G-13 asking 
for the increase in the number of floors, implying that the agreement with “Basketing” 
was made in a different arrangement. 
The representative of Pošta informed the Ministry of Finance of the situation with ZIB 
and asked for advice how to proceed. In early March, in a letter to Pošta, the Deputy 
Finance Minister, Periša Perović indicated two possible scenarios. 
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Excerpt from the Ministry response 
 
The first scenario implied the termination of Contract with ZIB, the payment of agreed 
penalty for being in default and calling a new tender without prior approval from the 
Government. The second scenario also implied the collection of the agreed penalties 
and conclusion of an Annex to the Contract to provide for new arrangements with ZIB, 
i.e. set the new deadline for completion of works. Pošta would need prior Government 
approval for the Annex because the previous approval did not envisage any possibility 
for extension of the deadline. 
According to the terms and conditions of the 2008 Contract, as the investor, Pošta Crne 
Gore was obliged to monitor the development and far before the deadline expiry note 
that ZIB would be unable to hoour its commitments. Moreover, by signing the Contract 
ZIB undertook to provide guarantees to Pošta as a security for timely execution of 
works, but it is not known whether Pošta has ever used it to compensate for damages 
caused by the breach of the Contract. This leads to a conclusion that Pošta has 
taciturnly enabled ZIB to be in default without having paid any penalties to date. 
In mid March this year ZIB approached Pošta with the demand to conclude an Annex to 
the 2008 Contract to extend the deadline for completion of the construction works by 
the end of 2012. It is noteworthy here that one of the criteria for winning the tender 
was the deadline by which ZIB committed to complete the building, which has been 
doubly extended by this  Annex. On the occasion, ZB informed Pošta that they have 
agreed with the Atlas bank, should there be a need, to support them in the project 
execution. 
Finally, in early May this year, the Board of Directors of Pošta approved the text of the 
Annex of the ZIB Contract which was sent to the Government for approval. The Annex 
was considered in the last session of the Government held on 02 June this year. 
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At the proposal of ZIB, the 
Annex envisages the extension 
of the deadline for the 
completion of works by the end 
of 2012 and sets for the first 
time the total area of business 
and residential premises 
belonging to Pošta as per this 
deal. Thus, Article 1 of the 
Annex envisages 1,790m2 of 
residential and 329 m2 of 
business premises belonging to 
Pošta. 
 
Excerpt from the Contract Annexl 
 
Instead of taking over the apartments, Pošta decided, as per the Annex, for ZIB to pay 
the total of 3.2 million euro instead for the 1,790m2 of residential area, or 1,800 
euro/m2 which exceeds by far the current market prices. Obviously, the greater price 
per m2 enables ZIB to transfer to Pošta less space in residential area. The 329 m2of 
business premises are estimated at 1.12 million euro, or at the rate of 3,400 euro/m2. 
With this Annex, ZIB undertakes to secure blank bills as a security for timely execution 
of works, implying that ZIB failed to do so at the time of entering into the 2008 
Contract with Pošta. 
Pošta Crne Gore, odnosno njen direktor Martinović i Odbor direktora su najvjerovatnije 
prilikom sklapanja ugovora iz 2008. godine, ZIB-u „progledali kroz prste“ i u posao 
izgradnje stambeno-poslovnog objekta ušli bez ikakve garancije od strane ZIB-a da će 
posao biti kompletiran na vrijeme. Na ovaj način nisu adekvatno zaštiti interese ovog 
državnog preduzeća što se nažalost u slučaju saradnje sa ZIB-om pokazalo kao velika 
greška. I pored toga što je postojao dovoljan osnov za jednostrani raskid ugovora sa 
ZIB-om, tokom dvije godine trajanja ugovora, čelni ljudi iz Pošte to pitanje nikada nisu 
stavili na dnevni red. 
S On the occasion of signing the 2008 Contract, Pošta Crne Gore, i.e. its director 
Martinović and the Board of Directors have most probably “turned a blind eye” and 
plunged into the development deal without any performance guarantees issued by ZIB. 
Thus, they failed to properly protect the interests of this state-owned company which 
has unfortunately turned to be a huge mistake in the case of cooperation with ZIB. 
Notwithstanding the existence of adequate grounds for one-sided termination of the 
Contract with ZIB for the two years of its duration, the leading people of Pošta never 
put this issue on the agenda. 
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Case study 7 – Sport hall in Kotor 
 
The public call for the construction of a sport hall in Kotor was published in March 2009 
by the local Institute for Education and Rehabilitation of People with Hearing and 
Speech Impairments as the contracting authority. The value of this public procurement 
was estimated at 4.5 million euro with the works due to be completed within 18 
months. 
 
Twelve bidders submitted their bids, and the one offered by the Cetinje-based 
company “Lipa”, 5.2 million euros in value and 12 months for completion, was selected 
as the most advantageous. Since one of the subcontractors was the company “Eling“, 
with a share of 20% of the total works, it means this company also had to provide full 
documents requested in the call for tenders. However, this was not the case. 
 
The contracting authority asked all bidders to provide as a proof of their expert and 
professional abilities the track record of similar executed projects whose nature and 
complexity were equivalent to the works to be executed.  
 
“Eling“ as a subcontractor for “Lipa” was also obliged to submit their track records, 
since the PPL clearly stipulates that if the value of subcontractor’s works exceeds 10% 
of the total, than the subcontractor must meet all the eligibility criteria as the main 
contractor. 
 
Notwithstanding this deficiency in 
the bid and the fact that their offer 
exceeded by some 700,000 euros 
the estimated value, the Institute 
for Education and Rehabilitation of 
People with Hearing and Speech 
Impairments deemed it to be a 
minor deficiency and utterly 
unlawfully awarded the contract to 
the company not even meeting the eligibility requirements. 
 
The Contract with “Lipa” was signed in 
October 2009, but the works did not start 
before May of the following year. Given the 
one year as the time envisaged for the 
completion of works, the sport hall was due 
to be completed in May 2011. However, at 
the time only 25% of the total works were 
completed.  
 
The annex to the contract extending the 
completion date for another 18 months was 
signed in June 2011. To date the Institute for 
Education and Rehabilitation of People with 
Hearing and Speech Impairments failed to impose any sanctions on the contractor for 
delays in contract execution, and currently no works are in progress on the site.   
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Case study 8 – Bridge on Port Milena 
 
In March 2010 the Transport Directorate published a call for tenders for the 
construction of a bridge at Port Milena, estimating the value of works at 18 million 
euros.  
 
Seven prospective bidders applied, and following the least price criterion, the offer by 
“Primorje“ Ajdovščina, Slovenia was selected as the most advantageous bid. This 
company offered to do the whole works for under 14 million euros. 
 
By reviewing the tender documents, MANS 
established that “Primorje” failed to provide 
the licence issued by a competent authority 
to prove its professional capacities, but 
undertook to procure it if awarded the 
contract.  
 
The PPL clearly stipulates that bidders are to 
furnish all the proofs requested by the call 
for tenders, otherwise their bid is to be 
rejected as invalid. 
 
The Transport Directorate’s decision to award the contract to “Primorje” despite their 
failure to meet the eligibility criteria prompted two bidders to complain against the 
decision. However, both complaints were rejected by the Directorate on formal 
grounds (allegedly, they were not filed by responsible persons), without entering into 
the merit of complaints. 
 
Acting in this case, MANS requested from the Public Works Administration an official 
interpretation whether the PPL was violated. In their response, the Administration 
stated that there were some irregularities in this public procurement procedure, and 
that the bid submitted by “Primorje” was incomplete.  
 
 
 
An excerpt from the opinion given by the Public Procurement Administration 
 
After this interpretation, MANS filed a criminal report to the state prosecution against 
the responsible persons in the Transport Directorate on the count of misuse of office by 
non-compliance with the PPL provisions, favouring and awarding the contract to the 
company which did not meet the eligibility criteria for the tender. We are still waiting 
for the response. 
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In addition, the contract for the construction 
of the bridge on the Port Milena canal was 
signed in October 2010, and the works were 
due to be completed within 18 months. It 
means the bridge should have been completed 
in April 2012  
 
Deserted construction site 
 
Meanwhile, however, the “Primorje” company went bankrupt and thus in late 2012 the 
construction site was closed. According to the information from the Government of 
Montenegro, at the time of bankruptcy, 87% of the works were completed, with the 
investment to date of close to 13 million euros. 
 
 
Case study 9 - Krapina road in Budva 
 
In February 2009 the Municipality of Budva published a call for tenders for the 
construction of the local road in the place called Krapina. The value of the works was 
estimated at 1.98 million euros, but surprisingly, the tender dossier quotes 400,000 
euros as the value for these works. We are unaware whether this was a mistake. 
 
Two bids arrived as per this call, one from the Budva-based company “Gugi commerc” 
which offered the price somewhat over 2 million euros and the execution of works 
within 25 days, and the Kotor-based company “YU briv” with the price of 1.97 million 
euros and the completion of works in 21 days.  
 
However, under the pretext that “Yu briv” failed to provide photographs of previous 
works, the commission deemed it to be a major deficiency and thus eliminated the bid 
with 70,000 euros lower price offered. 
 
The contract with “Gugi commerc” was signed in September 2009 and the road was 
due for completion within 25 days. Nevertheless, to this date, three years afterwards, 
the road has not been finished yet, although the financial statements show that the 
total value of the works executed already exceeded the contracted costs, with over 2.3 
million euros being already paid.  
 
Namely, the documents available show 
that, for instance, the unbelievable 
115.000 euros were spent for disposal of 
the excavated material at the landfill, or 
over 5,000 euros for the construction of 
roadside guardrails although there are no 
such guardrails on site. At the same time, 
as much as 260,000 euros were already 
spent on contingency expenses. 
According to the documents, the road has 
already been finished  
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Due to manifest misuse in the implementation of this project, MANS lodged criminal 
reports against the responsible persons in the Municipality of Budva, and against 
authorised representatives of “Gugi commerc”. 
 
 
 
The allegedly finished road towards Krapina – a photograph taken in September 2012 
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3.4. Violation of the principles of competition and transparency 
 
In certain public procurement cases reviewed MANS identified indubitable violation of 
the principles of competition and transparency upheld by the PPL.  
 
The following two studies show how the most advantageous or prospective bidders 
were eliminated through violation of these principles and in the first case the decisive 
role in such unlawful actions was played by the Commission for Control over the Public 
Procurement Procedures.  
 
 
Case study 10 – Tailings impoundment in Mojkovac 
 
In February 2010, the Public Works 
Directorate published a call for tenders 
for restoration works on the tailings 
impoundment in Mojkovac.  
 
The value of this tender was 3 million 
euros, while the bidders were requested 
to submit three types of licences as 
proofs of their professional 
competencies: for transport, for hydro-
technology and for geodetic works. 
 
As many as 17 companies submitted their 
bids, and the “Tehnoput” company from Podgorica was selected as the most successful 
which offered to do the whole work in six months for close to 1.6 million euros.  
 
However, the one company, “Bemax” from Podgorica, complained against the decision 
claiming that the successful bidder failed to prove its professional competence because 
it did not make available the licence for low and high voltage.  
 
 
 
An excerpt from the complaint by Bemax 
 
The Public Works Directorate rejected their complaint given that such a licence was 
not requested in the call for tenders. Interestingly, it was “Bemax” that furnished such 
a licence.  
 
After the Directorate rejected the complaint, this company complained to the 
Commission for the Control over Public Procurement Procedures, which decided in 
their favour and gave its opinion that all bidders were obliged to have furnished the 
licence for low and high voltage as a proof of professional competence.  
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At the same time, the Commission ordered the Public Works Directorate to act as per 
its decision awarding the contact eventually to “Bemax” for the price exceeding 1.7 
million euros. This put all other bidders in an uneven position, thus undermining the 
principles of competition and equality among bidders. At the same time, the contract 
was awarded to a company whose bid exceeded by 150.000 the price offered by the 
originally selected bidder. 
 
Again in this case we established the violations of the PPL provisions on conflict of 
interest. Namely, in a separate public procurement procedure the company called 
“Preduzeće za građevinski nadzor i laboratorijska ispitivanja” was selected to perform 
expert supervision over the works executed at the tailings impoundment. The 
documents revealed that this company acted in the same deal as a subcontractor for 
“Bemax”. MANS again filed two criminal reports, still pending. 
 
 
Case study 11 – A footbridge in Bar  
 
In early 2010 the Municipality of Bar 
published a call for tenders for 
constructing a footbridge worth 1.45 
million euros. The call indicated that 
the successful bidder would be 
selected based on the criterion of the 
economically most advantageous bid, 
and excluded any possibility of 
advance payments to the contractor. 
 
Considering the three bids received, 
the Municipality of Bar rejected one 
as invalid, while out of the two 
remaining ones it selected the more expensive one. Namely, the contract was awarded 
to the Podgorica-based company “Bemax“ for the total sum of 1,448,015 euros, 
although the offer given by the Užice-based company “Putevi“ was more favourable 
and amounted to 1,323,694 euros.  
 
In the rationale of the decision awarding the contract to the company with a higher 
price bid, it was stated that “Bemax” offered more favourable terms of payment by 
proposing for 50% of the total price to be paid only after the works have been 
completed. As it stated further, “at the time of manifest crisis, this would relieve the 
municipality from further borrowing“.  
 
However, this explanation is fully unacceptable since the PPL clearly stipulates that 
the tendering procedure may be carried out only if the contracting party has already 
secured the funds needed, which actually was the case here. Namely, in its 2010 Public 
Procurement Plan the Municipality of Bar already had appropriations for this deal. 
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The contract with “Bemax” was concluded 
in June 2010 and, utterly surprisingly, the 
contract envisaged the contractor would 
be immediately paid out 20% as advance 
payment, although it was ruled out by the 
tender terms.  
 
Namely, the same day when the 
Municipality of Bar signed a contract with 
“Bemax”, the Transport Directorate signed 
a Co-financing Agreement for the 
construction of the footbridge amounting 
to 600,000 euros, used for the advance 
payment. 
 
Co-financing agreement 
 
Hence, the explicit exclusion of the option of bids envisaging advance payment and 
never mentioning co-financing by the Transport Directorate, which enabled such form 
of payment, constituted gross violation of the principles of competition, transparency 
and equality among participants, underlying the PPL.  
 
Pursuant to contractual terms and conditions, the construction works were supposed to 
have started in July 2010, with the completion date in March the following year. 
However, the beginning of construction was awaited for five months and the footbridge 
was officially inaugurated in July 2011. The Municipality of Bar did not warn the 
contractor of delays in the execution of works nor imposed any penalties on this 
account, explaining that this was caused by unresolved property ownership and titles 
over the land at the site for the bridge. 
 
Acting in this case, due to serious violations of the PPL and favouring the “Bemax” 
company to the detriment of the public interest, MANS filed a criminal report against 
the responsible persons in the Municipality of Bar. The criminal report is still pending. 
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3.5. Conflict of interest 
 
The following case studies show how the Transport Directorate and the Public Works 
Directorate grossly violated the PPL conflict of interest provisions. Namely, the expert 
supervision over the works was carried out by the companies that in the same deal 
were subcontractors to the selected contractors.  
 
 
Case study 12 - Tomaševo-Pavino Polje road 
 
In May 2010 the Transport Directorate published a public call for tenders to reconstruct 
a section of the Tomaševo-Pavino Polje road, with estimated value of works being 2.9 
million euros. In July the same year, under the least price criterion, the Podgorica-
based company “Bemax” was the successful bidder offering to complete the works in 
12 months for the total price of less than 2.5 million euros.   
 
The “Bemax” company commissioned 
as the subcontractor the “Preduzeće 
za građevinski nadzor i laboratorijska 
ispitivanja“, concluding the contract 
with this company in June 2010. 
However, in a separate public 
procurement procedure, the 
Transport Directorate selected this 
very company to perform the expert 
supervision over the reconstruction 
works on the section of the 
Tomaševo-Pavino Polje road.  
 
The contract confirming the conflict of interest  
 
In other words, the quality of works 
executed by “Bemax” was supervised 
by the company acting as their 
subcontractor in the same deal. This 
constitutes a gross violation of the 
PPL provisions referring to conflict of 
interest, which prompted MANS to 
file criminal charges against the 
responsible persons at the Transport 
Directorate and the authorised 
representatives of both companies 
involved. 
The construction site at the Tomaševo-Pavino polje road 
 
The contract envisaged that road reconstruction works to be completed within 12 
months, i.e. by August 2011. However, the completion date was delayed several 
months, and the road was officially put to use not earlier than in late October the 
same year.  
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Despite the delays, the Transport Directorate failed to impose any penalties for 
exceeding the deadline, although envisaged as a possibility in the contract. We still 
have not received any response as regards the criminal report filed on the count of 
violations of the conflict of interest provisions. 
 
Case study 13 – Ring road around Žabljak 
 
As per the call for tenders from the beginning of the year, in late April 2011 the 
Transport Directorate passed the decision for the “Preduzeće za građevinski nadzor i 
laboratorijska ispitivanja” to carry out expert supervision over the construction works 
at the ring road around Žabljak, at the same time when it published the public call for 
tenders to construct the ring road.  
 
The public call had the estimated value of works at 1.1 million euros, and the 
timeframe for completion set at three months. Out of the five bids received, in July 
the Directorate selected the offer given by the Nikšić-based company “Mehanizacija i 
programat” as the successful bidder for the total amount of some 830,000 euros. 
 
 
 
The contract confirming conflict of interest 
 
However, the companies “Mehanizacija i programat” and the “Preduzeće za 
građevinski nadzor i laboratorijska ispitivanja” already had concluded Business and 
Technical Cooperation Agreements, which means that this was a manifest conflict of 
interest situation, and “Mehanizacija i programat” could not have been selected as the 
contractor.  
 
Moreover, it stems from the report of the bid evaluation panel for the bids for the ring 
road around Žabljak, from 01 July 2011, that the responsible persons in the Transport 
Directorate considered the issue of the possible conflict of interest, but eventually 
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concluded that the procedure for selecting the supervisory company was still 
underway, and thus the conflict of interest situation did not exist at the time.  
 
This statement, however, was not true given that the decision to entrust expert 
supervision over the works to “Preduzeću za građevinski nadzor i laboratorijska 
ispitivanja” was passed on 28 April, or three months before the panel had its meeting. 
 
Hence, this constitutes manifest violation of the PPL whose conflict of interest 
provisions expressly prohibit supervision to be carried out by a legal entity already 
having some sort of business cooperation with selected contractors, which was the case 
here.  
 
 
